As a courtesy to the performers and fellow audience members, please be sure to silence all mobile devices. The use of recording equipment and the taking of photographs are strictly prohibited.

Victoria theater
Lizzie & Jonathan Tisch Stage
December 8 & 9, 2022
10AM & 12:30PM

A NJPAC SchoolTime Performance

Recycled Percussion

Band Members
Davin Cox
Jimmy Luv
Justin Spencer
Quinn Spencer
Ryan Vezina
Tony Zane

Producer
Nathan Mann
about the band

Get ready for an immersive show that expands the boundaries of modern percussion by combining thrilling visual spectacle with impressive musical rhythms.

Recycled Percussion creates high-energy performances that are a dynamic mix of rock drumming, guitar smashing, and DJ-spinning with a twist. This unique musical experience will have you clapping your hands and stomping your feet as you marvel at what can be done when ordinary objects — like power tools, ladders, buckets, and trash cans — are transformed into musical instruments. The band members call their music “junk rock.”

After gaining national fame with their groundbreaking performances on America’s Got Talent, Recycled Percussion became one of the most successful acts on the Las Vegas Strip for 10 straight years. They have performed more than 7,000 shows worldwide and have appeared on 40 popular TV shows, including the GRAMMY® Awards, the Super Bowl, America’s Got Talent, China’s Got Talent, the Kris Jenner Show, MTV Movie & TV Awards and Comedy Central’s The Gong Show.

The group has broken six world records, and have performed more corporate shows than any band in North America. In 2017, they developed a television show on ABC called Chaos and Kindness, which has won 15 Emmy Awards. Chaos and Kindness has since developed a successful retail and lifestyle brand which promotes kindness, positivity and mental health awareness.

njpac on the mic

For post-show resources, please visit: njpac.org/education-program/recycled-percussion-resources

FOR A FULL SCHEDULE OF EVENTS, VISIT NJPAC.ORG OR CALL 1.888.MY.NJPAC
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